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Abstract

Bacterial type 2 secretion systems (T2SS), type 4 pili (T4P) and archaeal flagella assemble fibres from initially membrane-embedded pseudopilin and pilin subunits. Fibre subunits are made as precursors with positively charged N-terminal anchors, whose cleavage via the prepilin peptidase, essential for pilin membrane extraction and assembly, is followed by N-methylation of the mature (pseudo)pilin N-terminus. The conserved Glu residue at position 5 (E5) of mature (pseudo)pilins is essential for assembly. Unlike T4 pilins, where E5 residue substitutions also abolish N-methylation, the E5A variant of T2SS pseudopilin PulG remains N-methylated, but is affected in interaction with the T2SS component PulM. Here, biochemical and functional analyses showed that the PulM interaction defect only partly accounts for the PulG$^{E5A}$ assembly defect. First, PulG$^{T2A}$ variant, equally defective in PulM interaction, remained partially functional. Furthermore, pseudopilus assembly defect of pulG(E5A) mutant was stronger than that of the pulM deletion mutant. To understand the dominant effect of E5A mutation, we used molecular dynamics simulations of PulG$^{E5A}$, methylated PulG$^{WT}$ (MePulG$^{WT}$) and MePulG$^{E5A}$ variant in a model membrane. These simulations pointed to a key role for an intra-molecular interaction between the pseudopilin N-terminal amine and E5 to limit polar interactions with membrane phospholipids. N-methylation of the N-terminal amine further limited it interactions with phospholipid head-groups to facilitate pseudopilin membrane escape. By binding to polar residues in the conserved N-terminal region of PulG, we propose that PulM acts as chaperone to promote pseudopilin recruitment and coordinate its membrane extraction with subsequent steps of the fibre assembly process.
Introduction

Prokaryotes build diverse surface appendages and protein transport systems to colonize their niche and acquire nutrients. Some of the most ancient and versatile prokaryotic nanomachines that mediate these functions belong to the type 4 filament (Tff) superfamily. These conserved membrane complexes use the ATP-derived energy to drive assembly of flagella (archaella) and pili in archaea and to build T4P and T2SS pseudopili in bacteria. Illustrating the diversity of Tff functions, T4P, thin bacterial surface fibres, mediate adherence, aggregation, motility, protein transport and DNA uptake. In T2SSs, found in Gram-negative (or diderm) bacteria, short periplasmic pseudopilus fibres promote protein transport from the periplasm across the outer membrane (OM).

Bacterial Tffs are helical polymers of repeating subunits of the major pilin or pseudopilin, which may also contain one or more minor subunits that modulate the fibre assembly and function. These subunits are made as membrane-embedded precursors, with an N-terminal cytoplasmic pre-peptide, followed by a highly conserved transmembrane segment (TMS) and a variable periplasmic globular domain that determines surface features of assembled fibres. The prepilin peptidase, an integral membrane aspartic protease, cleaves the positively charged peptide anchor on the cytoplasmic face of the TMS. Bacterial prepilin peptidases have an additional, methyl-transferase domain that modifies the N-terminus of mature (pseudo)pilins; however the function of this N-methylation remains unclear.

In Gram-negative bacteria, Tff assembly systems form large envelope-spanning complexes that have been visualised recently for T4P by cryo-electron tomography. Their most conserved parts are the cytoplasmic hexameric ATPase of the GspE family and the inner membrane (IM) platform protein of the GspF family. Together with GspL and GspM, they
form the assembly platform (AP)\textsuperscript{14}, which connects \textit{via} the IM protein GspC with the GspD multimer forming the outer membrane secretin channel\textsuperscript{15}.

In the T2SS of \textit{Klebsiella}, dedicated to secretion of pullulanase (PulA), overproduction of the major pseudopilin PulG leads to assembly of fibres on the cell surface in plate-grown bacteria\textsuperscript{16}. A similar phenomenon has been observed for the \textit{Pseudomonas} T2SSs called Xcp\textsuperscript{17}. Fibre assembly in overexpression conditions globally correlates with the ability of these systems to promote protein transport under physiological conditions, suggesting a mechanistic link between these two functions\textsuperscript{16}. Some interactions of the T2SS major pseudopilin with assembly components have been recently unveiled. The PulG homologue in \textit{Vibrio cholerae}, EpsG, forms a cross-linked heterodimer with EpsL, even in the absence of other Eps components\textsuperscript{18}. EpsL is a bitopic IM protein that binds the ATPase EpsE \textit{via} its cytoplasmic domain\textsuperscript{19; 20; 21} and has been proposed to couple ATP hydrolysis to major pseudopilin polymerization\textsuperscript{18}. Direct interaction of PulL and PulM T2SS homologues in different bacteria leads to their mutual stabilisation\textsuperscript{19; 22; 23; 24}. Recent studies using bacterial two-hybrid (BAC2H) and co-purification approaches have shown that PulG interacts individually with PulM and PulF components of the inner membrane assembly platform\textsuperscript{25}. Binding of major pilins to PulF, PulL and PulM homologues has also been demonstrated in the T4P assembly system of \textit{Neisseria meningitidis}\textsuperscript{26}, \textit{Thermus thermophilus}\textsuperscript{27} and \textit{Pseudomonas aeruginosa}\textsuperscript{28}, further supporting the direct role of AP in fibre assembly.

In the \textit{P. aeruginosa} and \textit{N. gonorrhoeae} major T4 pilin subunits, residue E5 is essential for pilus assembly and N-methylation\textsuperscript{9; 29; 30}. In contrast, PulG variants with E5A or E5V substitutions are still N-methylated\textsuperscript{25; 31}, nevertheless they are fully deficient in pseudopilus assembly and protein secretion, suggesting that this mutation affects a key step in the process\textsuperscript{31; 32; 33; 34}. Recently we showed that residue E5 of PulG is a key determinant of PulG\textsubscript{a}PulM interaction in the absence of the other T2SS components\textsuperscript{25}. Here, we studied the
role of this interaction and PulM function in the context of the T2SS. Since the defective interaction with PulM could not fully explain the loss of function of PulG\textsuperscript{ESA} variant, we used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study PulG interactions with model membranes. The results suggested that both E5 and N-methylation reduce polar interactions of pseudopilin N-terminus with membrane phospholipids, revealing an essential stage of Tff assembly.

Results

PulM requirement for PulA secretion and pseudopilus assembly

Recent studies have identified the AP protein PulM as a strong interacting partner of PulG\textsuperscript{25}. PulM is a bitopic IM component of the AP that stabilizes PulL, which provides the membrane anchor to the ATPase PulE\textsuperscript{19; 22; 23; 24}. Unlike its homologues from Vibrio or Pseudomonas T2SSs, previous studies showed that PulM is only partially required for PulA secretion in strains overexpressing pul genes\textsuperscript{24}, although it was essential for assembly of PulG pili\textsuperscript{16}. Since in the past the roles of some factors involved in secretion had been overlooked due to overexpression, we reinvestigated the role of PulM in PulA secretion under conditions where pul genes were expressed at near-physiological levels, in Escherichia coli strain PAP5199 carrying the pcnB mutation that reduces the copy number of expression plasmids (Materials and Methods).

At near-physiological expression levels, virtually all PulA was secreted in a strain producing all Pul T2SS components (Fig. 1A, WT lanes 5, 6; Fig. 1C) and secretion was abolished in the negative control strains lacking the PulE ATPase or PulG (Fig. 1A, lanes 1-4; Fig. 1C). A newly constructed mutant strain carrying a complete pulM deletion (plasmid pCHAP8496, Table 1 and Materials and Methods) had the same phenotype (Fig. 1A, lanes 7,
8; Fig. 1C), showing that PulM is essential for PulA secretion under physiological conditions. As PulM is involved in PulL stabilization, we asked whether function could be restored by co-expressing an extra copy of pull from a lacZ promoter in a compatible plasmid (Fig. 1A, lanes 9, 10; Fig. 1C). However, increased PulL levels did not improve PulA secretion, suggesting that PulM might play an additional role. The secretion defect of the ΔpulM mutant was complemented with pulM or pulLM expressed in trans (Fig. 1A, lanes 13-16; Fig. 1C).

The Pul T2SS is able to assemble PulG into fibres on the bacterial surface, when the pul genes are overexpressed from a moderate copy-number plasmid in bacteria cultured on LB agar media. Here, using the new ΔpulM allele, we re-assessed the role of PulM in piliation (Materials and Methods) (Fig. 1B). PulG fibres were assembled in a manner fully dependent on PulE ATPase (Fig. 1B, lanes 1, 2 and 5, 6; Fig. 1D), while no signal was observed in the control lacking PulG (Fig. 1B, lanes 3, 4; Fig. 1D). The absence of PulM led to a severe defect, but did not fully abolish piliation (Fig. 1B, lanes 7, 8; Fig. 1D), confirming our previous observations. In contrast, PulL, which recruits PulE to the AP, was essential for piliation (Fig. 1B, lanes 11, 12). Piliation in the ΔpulM strain was restored by complementation with pulM (Fig. 1B, lanes 13, 14; Fig. 1D), while overproduction of PulL exacerbated the piliation defects in ΔpulM + pull and ΔpulM + pullpulM strains (Fig. 1B, compare lanes 7, 8 with 9, 10 and 13, 14 with 15, 16; Fig. 1D), indicating that assembly of surface pili requires the correct ratio between these Pul components. PulM was destabilized in the absence of PulL, and the reverse was also true (Fig. 1B) confirming previous observations. Together, these results show that PulM is essential for PulA secretion under physiological expression conditions and that PulG pilus assembly, although very inefficient, was not fully abolished in the ΔpulM mutant.

Effect of pul gene overexpression on piliation and secretion in the ΔpulM mutants
To further characterize the ΔpulM mutant, we compared its piliation defect to that of the previously characterized Δpull strain, which lacks PulI, one of the three minor pseudopilins involved in assembly initiation. As expected, the ΔpulM mutant was more deficient in pilus assembly compared to the Δpull strain (Figs. 2A and B). Analysis of the same strains in liquid culture conditions showed that pul gene overexpression did not improve PulA secretion in ΔpulE, ΔpulG and Δpull mutants. However, more than 10% of PulA was secreted in the ΔpulM mutant (Fig. 2C and 2D), confirming previous findings and suggesting that overproduction of another Pul component might compensate for the absence of PulM.

To test whether PulG overproduction allows to overcome this defect, we transformed the pul mutant strains used above with plasmid pCHAP8568 (Table 1) carrying pulG under the control of the lacZ promoter. While increased PulG levels did not overcome the requirement for the PulE ATPase, piliation was improved in Δpull + pulG to an extent comparable to that observed for the positive control (ΔpullG + pulG) (Fig. 2E and F). In contrast, PulG overproduction led only to a marginal increase of PulG in the sheared fraction of the ΔpulM mutant, suggesting that PulM is nearly essential, either for T2SS assembly and integrity or for its activity.

Analysis of pulM phenotype by immunofluorescence (IF) microscopy

To assess in more detail the piliation defect of the ΔpulM strain, we analysed samples of plate-grown bacteria using IF microscopy and anti-PulG antibodies (Materials and Methods). PulG fibres were detected in strain producing the complete Pul T2SS (WT) and not in the negative controls lacking the PulE ATPase or PulG (Fig. 3A, ΔE and ΔG). Consistent with the results of the shearing assay, fewer extracellular fibres were detected in the absence...
of PulM (Fig. 3A, ΔM) compared to the Δpull mutant (Fig. 3A, ΔI) characterised previously. While WT strain produced on average 0.47 ± 0.09 fibres per bacterium, the Δpull and ΔpullM strains produced on average 4-fold and 52-fold fewer fibres per bacterium, respectively (Fig. 3B). The measurements of the length (Y-axis) of individual fibres (dots) show that, compared to WT strain, the Δpull and ΔpullM strains produced longer fibres on average (Fig. 3B). Plotting the relative frequency distributions of the fibre length in WT and Δpull and ΔpullM mutants further illustrates this tendency (Fig. 3C).

The increased PulG levels led to an increase in fibre numbers and median length to a similar extent in all strains (Fig. 4A, B and D). However, while PulG overproduction restored piliation in ΔpullG and Δpull strains, in the ΔpullM mutant strain, the piliation defect remained dramatic with only ~10% of PulG found in the sheared fraction (Fig. 2E).

Differential effect of PulG<sub>E5A</sub> and PulG<sub>T2A</sub> on pseudopilus assembly and PulA secretion

We showed recently that E5A substitution in PulG strongly affects PulM binding, raising a possibility that functional defects of PulG<sub>E5A</sub> could be due to the effect on PulG-PulM interaction. Residue E5 is localized in the highly conserved N-terminal TMS of major and minor pseudopilins. Another highly conserved polar residue in this segment of mature pseudopilins and T4 pilins is Thr at position 2 (T2) (Fig. 5A). Interestingly, T2 and E5 show a degree of co-variation when different pseudopilin sequences are aligned (Fig. 5B). This is linked to the absence of E5 in the GspK family of T2SS pseudopilins and to the conservation of A2 residue in these proteins (Fig. S1). To further characterize this conserved N-terminal region of PulG, we generated the PulG<sub>T2A</sub> variant and tested its interaction with PulM using the BAC2H approach. Full-length PulM and mature PulG or its variants fused to the C-terminus of T18 and T25 fragments of the catalytic domain of the CyaA adenylyl cyclase
from *Bordetella pertussis* were co-produced in an *E. coli Δcyt* mutant strain DHT1. Fusion protein interactions resulted in functional complementation and conversion of ATP into cAMP, monitored using the *lacZ* gene as a reporter.

The high β-galactosidase activity of strains co-producing PulM- and PulG- hybrids indicated their strong interaction (Fig. 5C), which was negatively affected by the E5A substitution (Fig. 5C)\(^\text{25}\). Similarly, the T2A substitution in PulG led to reduced *lacZ* expression, showing that T2 is also important for PulM-PulG interaction. All these PulG variants were still able to form homo-dimers (Fig. 5C), which is in agreement with the evidence that residues in the globular head, but not in the N-terminal TMS, drive PulG dimerization\(^\text{34}\). As a control of specificity, we substituted another highly conserved residue of PulG TMS, proline at position 22 (P22), by an alanine. The β-galactosidase activity of strains co-producing PulM- and PulG\(^\text{P22A}\)- chimera did not differ significantly from that of strains producing the wild type PulM- and PulG- hybrids, showing a specific role of conserved residues T2 and E5 in PulG interaction with PulM.

We next tested the impact of the T2A substitution on PulG function. A Δ*pulG* strain complemented with the *pulG(T2A)* allele showed a ~50% reduced ability to assemble T2SS pili (Fig. 5D and 5E). Likewise, secretion of PulA was reduced by ~50% for the PulG\(^\text{T2A}\) variant, when all of the *pul* genes were co-expressed at physiological levels (Fig. 5F and 5G), showing a phenotype strikingly different from *pulG(E5A)* mutants.

Analysis by IF microscopy showed similar trends. In strain carrying *pulG(T2A)* allele, two-fold fewer fibres were observed relative to *pulG\(^\text{WT}\)*, and the defect was less severe than for Δ*pulM* + *pulG* and Δ*pulG* + *pulG(E5A)* (Fig. 4A). Surprisingly, surface fibres in Δ*pulG* + *pulG(T2A)* strain were shorter on average than those of the positive control Δ*pulG* + *pulG* (Fig. 4A, C and E). Although small, this difference is highly statistically significant and raises
the possibility that the T2A mutation might also affect fibre elongation, for example by impairing recruitment of PulG subunits to the AP.

_PulG interaction with PulM in the context of the Pul T2SS_

Despite their functional differences, in the BAC2H assay the PulG^{T2A} and PulG^{E5A} variants were similarly impaired in interaction with PulM. To test whether PulG and PulG^{E5A} interacted with PulM in the context of the complete T2SS, we used a cross-linking approach. _E. coli_ PAP7460 bacteria moderately overproducing the Pul T2SSs and different PulG variants were treated with 0.6% formaldehyde (FA), and complexes containing PulM were detected using anti-PulM antibodies (Materials and Methods). In addition to PulM monomers and homo-dimers, we observed a ~38 kDa band that corresponds to a PulG-PulM heterodimer (Fig. 6, G-M), as it was only present in strains producing PulG (Fig. 6). Further supporting its identity as a G-M heterodimer, this band showed shifts in migration dependent on the molecular mass of co-produced PulG and its variants containing a C-terminal hexahistidine tag (Fig. 6, lanes 3, 4) or containing, in addition, the 6-residue long N-terminal pre-peptide (in strain lacking PulO, Fig. 6, lane 2). The levels of PulM-PulG^{E5A}-His_6 heterodimer were reduced relative to PulM-PulG-His_6. However, consistent with the PulM-PulG interaction study, the E5A substitution in PulG did not fully abolish its interaction with PulM in the context of the T2SS, failing to fully account for its dramatic effect on PulG assembly and function.

_Molecular dynamics simulations of PulG and its variants in POPE model membrane_
Compared to PulG\textsuperscript{WT}, variant PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} is more stable\textsuperscript{34} and accumulates in bacteria to higher levels, even in the absence of other T2SS components\textsuperscript{25}. We therefore hypothesized that PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} might be blocked in the membrane prior to entry into the assembly pathway. To test this possibility, we used atomistic MD simulations of PulG in model membranes \textit{in silico}. This approach allowed us to study conformations and dynamics of PulG in its native environment and to quantify its atomic contacts with the membrane and solvent. Following cleavage by prepilin peptidase, PulG is N-terminally methylated at the conserved Phe residue (hereafter designated MeF1)\textsuperscript{10}. Previous analyses using mass spectrometry showed that most of PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} was methylated whereas \textasciitilde30\% of PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} that co-assembled with PulG\textsuperscript{WT} into mixed pili remained non-methylated\textsuperscript{25}. To compare all these forms of PulG, we embedded structural models of a methylated MePulG\textsuperscript{WT}, as well as those of methylated MePulG\textsuperscript{E5A} and non-methylated PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} monomers, into 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-\textit{sn}-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (POPE) model membranes, and performed independent triplicate 200-350 ns MD simulations of each.

Initial and representative final snapshots of these simulations (Fig. 7) show that, in the final snapshot, the protein TMS became more deeply buried and its head domain bent towards the lipid membrane surface to varying degrees. The exception was one of the PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} simulations, wherein the bottom of the globular domain nevertheless interacted extensively with the lipid by the end of the simulation. The solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) of residues 60-125, the bulk of the globular domain, decreased on average between \textasciitilde0.2 and \textasciitilde3.1 nm\textsuperscript{2} over the course of the simulations. Overall the MD simulations did not reveal any statistically significant variations in protein conformation between variants, and SASA suggested that the globular domain does not maintain strong, consistent contacts with POPE.

As expected, the E5A variants did not cause severe protein destabilization or membrane perturbation, supporting the notion that the role of E5 is localized to the N-terminus.
Next, we compared the maintenance of the protein secondary structure during each simulation. In all the systems, the N-terminal α-helix, with the exception of the first 4 residues, was almost entirely conserved throughout the simulations, as were the two β-sheets between residues 97-102 and 110-114. Transient disruptions to the α-helix were observed in one PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} simulation (with residues 30-34, or solely residue 34, losing their helical structure) and in one MePulG\textsuperscript{WT} simulation (where the helix disintegrated around either residues 27-30 or again around residue 34). However, helix integrity was fully restored by the end of these simulations. On the other hand, we observed significant differences in the secondary structure of the five N-terminal residues between wild type and E5A variants. In all MePulG\textsuperscript{WT} simulations the first several residues demonstrated a relaxation of helical structure into either turns or coils, as illustrated in Figure 8. In contrast, in the MePulG\textsuperscript{E5A} and PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} systems, the five N-terminal residues maintained their helical structure throughout, except in one Me-PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} simulation, where six N-terminal residues transiently formed a 3-10 helix or turn structure between ~150-200 ns. Together, these results suggested that the residue E5 affects the secondary structure of the PulG N-terminus.

To study this phenomenon more closely, we quantified the proximity of E5 to the N-terminus in all simulations. The distance between the centres-of-mass (COM) of residues 1 and 5 was largely fixed due to the helix on which they are both located. However, significant differences were observed in the minimum distance between the residue 1 methyl group or amide terminus (depending on whether the system contained MeF1 or F1) and any atom of the residue 5 side-chain (Fig. 9A). Notably, in the MePulG\textsuperscript{WT} system the methyl group of MeF1 and the E5 side-chain remained consistently within 3 Å of each other, indicating their electrostatic contact. This was not the case in the simulations of PulG variants carrying the E5A substitution. In the PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} system, the A5 side-chain made no contact with F1 and remained at 6 Å distance, only approaching to within 5 Å in two simulations, and solely in the
The $\text{MePulG}^{\text{E5A}}$ simulations showed more fluctuation, with the atoms approaching to within $\sim2.5$ Å and moving as far as $10$ Å apart; however, the side-chains mostly remained $\sim6$ Å apart. Visual analysis shown in Fig. 9B supported these results; E5 and MeF1 remained close in $\text{MePulG}^{\text{WT}}$, while in the $\text{MePulG}^{\text{E5A}}$ system A5 stayed embedded in lipid whereas MeF1 was extensively solvated. Importantly, in $\text{MePulG}^{\text{WT}}$ the N-terminal amine was engaged in interaction with E5 and did not form polar contacts with POPE phosphate groups, while in $\text{PulG}^{\text{E5A}}$ it was anchored to three different POPE molecules towards the end of the simulation (Fig. 9B). The $\text{MePulG}^{\text{E5A}}$ showed an intermediate behaviour, with reduced amine interactions with POPE, perhaps explaining the fluctuating distances to A5 during MD simulations. These data suggest that in $\text{MePulG}^{\text{WT}}$ E5 promotes intra-molecular interactions with the N-terminal positive charge of MeF1, thus reducing the polar contacts with phospholipid head-groups, and potentially priming the protein for membrane extraction during pseudopilus assembly. In contrast, the N-termini of the mutant variants interacted with membrane phospholipids, anchoring the protein more firmly in the bilayer.

Relative to the mutant systems, the $\text{MePulG}^{\text{WT}}$ experienced extended periods with no hydrogen bonds to solvent water, and its MeF1 formed 0.6 hydrogen bonds to water, on average. The MeF1 from $\text{MePulG}^{\text{WT}}$ and $\text{MePulG}^{\text{E5A}}$ proteins formed on average $\sim0.9$ hydrogen bonds with POPE, relative to the $\sim1.9$ hydrogen bonds formed by F1 from non-methylated $\text{PulG}^{\text{E5A}}$. When normalised relative to the number of possible hydrogen bonds from each, this analysis demonstrated that F1 engaged in hydrogen bonding to phospholipid 40% more than MeF1. The methylation therefore decreased the number of hydrogen bonds to phospholipid head-groups, which might reduce the energetic cost of transferring the charged N-terminus across the IM.
T2 residue dynamics were also explored. T2 in MePulG$^{WT}$ formed only one hydrogen bond to E5 during a single simulation frame, and only sporadic hydrogen bonds were observed between the T2 hydroxyl oxygen and the MeF1 benzene ring. Instead, T2 formed on average $\sim$1.4 hydrogen bonds with water and $\sim$0.9 hydrogen bonds with surrounding POPE molecules. Likewise, in the MePulG$^{E5A}$ variant, T2 formed on average $\sim$1.3 and $\sim$0.8 hydrogen bonds to water and to POPE respectively, and did not form any bonds with MeF1. Altogether, the simulations suggested that in the wild type, E5 engages in interaction with MeF1, leaving T2 available for interactions with solvent, membrane or other proteins, possibly PulM. The variation of residue 5 did not have a significant effect on T2 dynamics.

Discussion

To elucidate the early steps of pseudopilus assembly, we focused in this study on the interactions of the major pseudopilin PulG with the PulM AP component of the *K. oxytoca* T2SS. The results showed that PulM is fully required for PulA secretion under physiological conditions. On the other hand, overproduction of T2SS components resulted in dramatically reduced (but not fully abolished) PulA secretion and PulG fibre assembly in the *pulM* knockout. This is in agreement with results obtained in *P. aeruginosa* lacking its homologue XcpZ, which also shows low levels of piliation$^{38}$. Quantitative IF microscopy analysis indicated that *pulM* mutants assemble at least 50-fold less pili compared to wild type. This defect is probably underestimated, since only fields containing at least one pilus were taken into account during IF quantification (Materials and Methods). Contrary to our predictions, the fibre length was not reduced but rather increased in $\Delta$pulM mutants.

The fact that overproduction of PulG could not restore efficient piliation in $\Delta$pulM strains, together with reduced PulL levels is consistent with a requirement of PulM for
assembly of the functional T2SS complex. The recent insights into the *Myxococcus xanthus* T4P machinery from cryo-electron tomography reveal a continuous, envelope-spanning apparatus. Given the structural similarities between T4P and T2SSs, it is likely that the T2S nano-machine is organized in a similar manner, so that PulM, together with PulL, might constitute the lower periplasmic electron-dense ring in the periphery of the complex. In *M. xanthus*, this ring is absent in bacteria lacking PilO, which is a probable PulM equivalent sharing the same topology. Studies of T2SS GFP chimera using live fluorescence microscopy support the localization of the *V. cholerae* PulM homologue EpsM in fluorescent foci dependent on the GspD, GspC and GspL homologues. Since PulD-mCherry chimera form similar fluorescent foci in the absence of other Pul factors, the secretin assembly probably initiates the assembly of the T2SS complex. These and other studies suggest that PulM might serve as a link bringing together the pseudopilin/PulF complex and the PulD/C/L complex through its interactions with PulG/PulH on one hand and PulL on the other. Therefore, the observed critical role of PulM in fibre assembly could be due to its requirement for building a functional T2SS machine and its role in PulL stabilization, documented in several T2SSs. The rare PulG fibres that form in ΔpulM mutants under overexpression conditions might stem from the few T2SS complexes that assemble through a low-affinity interaction of PulG with PulL. The accumulation of unassembled PulG in the IM would drive elongation of pili within these rare T2SS complexes, thereby accounting for the higher median length of fibres in ΔpulM mutants. A similar effect was observed previously for the mutants lacking minor pseudopilins of the tip complex, including PulI, used here as a control.

In addition to the PulM role in PulL stabilization, its interaction with PulG in the absence of other Pul factors suggested an additional, direct role in pseudopilus assembly. Here, using chemical cross-linking, we showed that PulM and PulG also interact in the
presence of other T2SS components, and that the E5A substitution reduced interaction with PulM. Both PulG and PulM are integral membrane proteins that share the N-in C-out topology. In addition to the PulG residue E5, we show here that residue T2 in this region is equally required for PulM interaction in the BAC2H assay, possibly accounting for residual PulM binding of the PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} variant. This is also supported by MD simulation results, where residue T2 remained sterically available for inter-molecular interactions in all variants. The conformation of MePulG\textsuperscript{WT} is compatible with PulM binding \textit{via} T2 residue, which would explain the effects of PulG T2A substitution on PulM interaction and its impact on the fibre length. Furthermore, given that in MD simulations residue E5 of mature MePulG\textsuperscript{WT} is engaged in interactions with the N-terminal amine, T2 might be an important determinant of this interaction during the membrane extraction step of PulG assembly. Since T2 formed hydrogen bonds with the surrounding solvent and membrane in all simulations, PulM binding might shield T2 and reduce these contacts to facilitate PulG membrane extraction, or its transfer to another binding partner. The high conservation of T2 and E5 among T2SS pseudopilins and T4 pilins (Fig. 5A) further shows the importance of PulG-PulM interface, whose disruption, at least on the PulG side, correlates with severe functional defects. Testing this model requires mutagenesis studies of the PulM cytoplasmic tail and/or TMS. Although no structural information on this part of PulM and its homologues is available, the predicted topology of these regions makes them obvious candidates for PulG binding.

Although the interaction with PulM was affected to a similar extent for PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} and PulG\textsuperscript{T2A} variants in the BAC2H assay, the functional impact of the two substitutions was very different. Compared to the E5A substitution that fully abolished function, the T2A substitution resulted in a partial defect in both fibre assembly and protein secretion (Fig. 5). The weaker PulM - PulG interaction reduced by half the number of assembled pili, which might directly reflect the number of assembled T2SS complexes. In addition, the pseudopili
composed of PulG\textsuperscript{T2A} variant showed lower median length compared to wild type. This might reflect reduced fibre stability, in agreement with recent structural analysis of meningococcal T4P that have implicated residue T2 in inter-protomer interactions, involving residue E5 of the protomer below \textsuperscript{41}. However, the defective PulA secretion in the presence of PulG\textsuperscript{T2A} supports an early role of T2 in PulG assembly, consistent with previous studies showing that PulG pilus stability is not required for secretion \textsuperscript{33; 34}. In this model, PulM binding might facilitate PulG recruitment to the machinery, e.g. by targeting PulG subunits to the active site of the AP. In addition, PulM might act as a chaperone, favouring the PulG conformation compatible with assembly. In \textit{V. cholerae}, a cross-linking study showed direct interaction between the major pseudopilin EpsG and the PulL homologue EpsL \textsuperscript{18}, and our recent study indicates weak interactions between PulL and PulG \textsuperscript{25}. While the absence of prepilin peptidase in \textit{V. cholerae} prevents the EpsG-EpsL cross-linking, in our studies the presence of the prepeptide seems to enhance PulG-PulM interaction, as suggested by the similar levels of heterodimers in the strain lacking PulO, which contained lower levels of PulG monomer (Fig. 6, anti-G, lane 2). The preferential binding of precursor and mature forms of major pseudopilin to different partners in the AP - L or M - might reflect different conformations that represent intermediates in the assembly pathway.

To gain insight into these PulG conformations in wild type and E5A mutant variants we turned to MD simulations. Unexpectedly, this approach highlighted a role of another interacting partner of PulG - the plasma membrane, which poses a major obstacle to assembly of type 4 filaments in bacteria. By revealing the striking conformational difference between the N-termini of MePulG\textsuperscript{WT} compared to MePulG\textsuperscript{E5A} and PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} variants in the membrane, the results of MD simulations provide a plausible explanation for the phenotypes of \textit{pulG(E5A)} mutants. Contrary to the PulG\textsuperscript{E5A} whose N-terminal amine is firmly anchored in the membrane through polar contacts with up to three different phospholipids, in MePulG\textsuperscript{WT}
residue E5 neutralized the N-terminal membrane anchor. The T4P assembly models proposed by Craig et al. \(^{42}\) and Melville and Craig \(^{5}\) emphasise the importance of charge neutralisation during fibre assembly. While these models consider the inter-protomer charge neutralisation, the results of MD simulations and (Me)PulG\(^{E5A}\) membrane accumulation strongly support the role of intra-molecular neutralisation of the N-terminal amine via a loop formation with E5. The intra-molecular contacts between F1 and E5 residues have also been observed in the crystal structure of T4 pilins of the \(P.\ aeruginosa\) PAK strain PilA (Protein database (PDB) entry code: 1OQW) and in \(N.\ gonorrhoeae\) pilin PilE (PDB: 2HI2) \(^{42};\ 43\). A similar loop structure is suggested by the MD analyses of the \(P.\ aeruginosa\) major T4P subunit PilA \(^{44}\). Interestingly, in that study the loop is observed in initial stages of MD simulation, whereas towards the end, when PilA is fully embedded in the membrane, the N-terminal amine interacts with the phospholipid head-groups. The difference compared to our study is that PilA was not modelled with a methyl group, which might have led to ceasing of the intra-molecular F1-E5 interaction by the end of the simulation. Following the positive inside rule \(^{45}\), the positively charged residues of IM proteins are anchored to the cytoplasmic face of the IM through interactions with negatively charged phosphate groups of membrane phospholipids. Besides, since the MD simulation conditions do not take into account the proton gradient, the membrane anchoring of MePulG\(^{WT}\) and (Me)PulG\(^{E5A}\) might be even stronger \textit{in vivo} and might represent a rate-limiting step during pseudopilus assembly. Strong membrane association and stable N-terminal helix conformation could explain the decreased turnover rate of the PulG\(^{E5A}\) compared to PulG\(^{WT}\) as measured previously \(^{34}\) and its relative accumulation in \(E.\ coli\) \(^{25}\).

The MD simulation results suggest that N-methylation might further reduce polar contacts of pilins with the solvent, contributing to their extraction from the membrane. Our observations using this approach also provide a clue for the link between E5 and N-
methylation, observed previously. While the E5K or E5V substitutions in the major subunit of *P. aeruginosa* T4P PilA abolish N-methylation \(^9\); \(^{46}\), the E5A substitution in PulG only reduces the methylation efficiency by around 30\% \(^{25}\). Enhanced N-terminal amine contacts with phospholipid head-groups in these variants might block or reduce the access of N-methyl transferase domain of pre pilin peptidase to its amine substrate. The different effects of E5 residue substitutions on T4 pilins and T2SS pseudopilins might be linked to the differences between their AP components such as PulM, a hypothesis that requires further investigation.

Among Tff systems, archaeal pili and flagella do not have the conserved residue E5 \(^{47}\), and archaeal pre pilin peptidases do not have a methyl-transferase domain and activity. One possible explanation for these differences might lie in the different composition of archaeal membranes, formed by tetraether lipids that are structurally and functionally different from bacterial phospholipids \(^{48}\). Rare exceptions to this rule include *Aeropyrum pernix* and *Archaeoglobus fulgidus*, where flagellins do have a conserved E5 residue, and whose presence correlates with the documented presence of phospholipids in their membranes \(^{49};\;50\). However, in most archaea the rules of membrane anchoring for proteins might be very different compared to bacteria. The conserved E5 and N-methylation might represent a bacterial solution to the problem of membrane escape for proteins anchored in the phospholipid membrane. The remarkable efficiency of this strategy and the dramatic effect of E5A mutation provide another example of the importance and the strength of weak bonds in biological systems.

Overall, the results of this study are compatible with a dual role of PulM binding to PulG. During initial steps of T2SS assembly, PulM might bind the PulG precursor to favour recruitment of pseudopilin-PulF subcomplex to the secretin/AP complex \(^{25}\). During fibre elongation, PulM might facilitate PulG targeting to the active site of the T2SS and/or its
extraction from the membrane, by favouring a conformation that minimises membrane contacts. These roles for PulM are based on its ability to bind PulG and PulH on one hand and PulL on the other, probably in a dynamic fashion, as shown for its homologues in T2SSs 51 and T4P 52. Eventually, PulG recruited from the IM pool would reach the assembly focus defined by PulF and the PulE ATPase poised for membrane extraction and incorporation into the pseudopilus. Future studies are needed to reveal the nature of these conformational changes and the precise molecular function of PulM in coordinating PulG membrane extraction with its incorporation into the growing fibre.

Materials and Methods

Bacterial strains and culture

The E. coli DH5α F’ lacIQ strain was used for cloning purposes. Strain PAP7460 [Δ(lac-argF)U169 araD139 relA1 rpsL150 ΔmalE444 malG501 [F’ (lacIQ ΔlacZM15 pro+ Tn10)] (TcR)24 was used for pul gene expression and strain PAP5299 [araD139 Δ(argF-lac)U169 rpsL150 relA1 flb5301 deoC1ptsF25 thi penB::Tn10 (F’ lacIQ)]33 was employed for secretion assays. Bacteria were grown at 30 ºC in LB medium (10 g L⁻¹ bacto tryptone; 5 g L⁻¹ yeast extract; 10 g L⁻¹ NaCl; pH 7.0) containing antibiotics as required: ampicillin, 100 µg ml⁻¹; chloramphenicol, 25 µg ml⁻¹; kanamycin, 20 µg ml⁻¹. Expression of pul genes cloned under the control of the lac promoter was induced with 1 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG). Expression of pul genes was induced with 0.4% maltose in LB medium buffered with 1/10 volume of M63B1 salt solution (modified from 53: 13.6 g L⁻¹ KH₂PO₄; 2 g L⁻¹ (NH₄)₂SO₄; 0.2 g L⁻¹ MgSO₄·7H₂O; 0.5 mg L⁻¹ FeSO₄·7H₂O; 1 mg L⁻¹ vitamin B1; pH 7.0).
Recombinant DNA and plasmid construction

The list of plasmids used in this study is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Plasmids used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Ori / Resistance</th>
<th>Relevant characteristics</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8185</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulAsol</em> all <em>pul</em> genes</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8184</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulAsol</em> all <em>pul</em> genes Δ<em>pulG</em></td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8400</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>All <em>pul</em> genes Δ<em>pulNO</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8200</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulAsol</em> all <em>pul</em> genes Δ<em>pulE</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8218</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulAsol</em> all <em>pul</em> genes Δ<em>pulI</em></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP1217</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>All <em>pul</em> genes Δ<em>pulL</em></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8496</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulAsol</em> all <em>pul</em> genes Δ<em>pulM</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8251</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulAsol</em> all <em>pul</em> genes Δ<em>pulL</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8811</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulIM</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP576</td>
<td>ColE1 / Kan&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulO</em></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8258</td>
<td>p15A / Cm&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulL</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP1353</td>
<td>p15A / Cm&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulIM</em></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8843</td>
<td>p15A / Cm&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulL</em>-pulIM</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP1362</td>
<td>p15A / Cm&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulG</em>-his&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP7785</td>
<td>p15A / Cm&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulG&lt;sup&gt;ES&lt;/sup&gt;</em>-his&lt;sub&gt;S&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8658</td>
<td>p15A / Cm&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulG</em></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8732</td>
<td>p15A / Cm&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulG&lt;sup&gt;T2A&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8663</td>
<td>p15A / Cm&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulG&lt;sup&gt;ES&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8875</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulAsol</em> all <em>pul</em> genes Δ<em>pulG</em> Δ<em>pulM</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8377</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulKLMNO</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8395</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>pulKLM</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pSU19</td>
<td>p15A / Cm&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Empty vector</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pBG518</td>
<td>ColE1 / Km&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Empty vector</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pUT18c</td>
<td>ColE1 / Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>placZ-T18</em></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pKT25</td>
<td>p15A / Km&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td><em>placZ-T25</em></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8154</td>
<td>ColE1/Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>pUT18c <em>pulM</em></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8155</td>
<td>p15A/Km&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>pKT25 <em>pulM</em></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP7330</td>
<td>ColE1/Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>pUT18c <em>pulG</em></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP7332</td>
<td>p15A/Km&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>pKT25 <em>pulG</em></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8670</td>
<td>ColE1/Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>pUT18c <em>pulG&lt;sup&gt;(E5A)&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8420</td>
<td>p15A/Km&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>pKT25 <em>pulG&lt;sup&gt;(E5A)&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8733</td>
<td>ColE1/Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>pUT18c <em>pulG&lt;sup&gt;(T2A)&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8734</td>
<td>p15A/Km&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>pKT25 <em>pulG&lt;sup&gt;(T2A)&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8429</td>
<td>ColE1/Ap&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>pUT18c <em>pulG&lt;sup&gt;(P22A)&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pCHAP8482</td>
<td>p15A/Km&lt;sup&gt;R&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>pKT25 <em>pulG&lt;sup&gt;(P22A)&lt;/sup&gt;</em></td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Ap, ampicillin; Cm, chloramphenicol; Km, kanamycin.

Plasmid pCHAP8200 was generated by replacing the 7430-bp EcoRI-Bsu36I fragment of plasmid pCHAP8185 with the corresponding fragment of plasmid pCHAP1230 carrying
the $\Delta$polE allele. Plasmid pCHAP8251 was generated by replacing the EcoRI-HindIII fragment of plasmid pCHAP8185 with the corresponding fragment from pCHAP1217 plasmid carrying the nonpolar deletion of the polL gene. Plasmid pCHAP8496 carrying a complete in-frame deletion of polM was generated as follows. Random insertions of the GPS5 (Km$^R$) cassette in the polM gene were generated in vitro using the GPS®-LS kit (New England Biolabs). Two insertions of the GPS5 cassette, each marked with a single Pmel site mapping in positions 20 and 120 of polM ORF, were combined in plasmid pCHAP1353 to give pCHAP8370. The polM::kan allele was introduced into pUC18 derivative containing the polM gene, pCHAP8510, to give pCHAP8512. This plasmid was digested with Pmel to create an in-frame deletion of polM, giving pCHAP8513. The DraIII-NsiI fragment containing the $\Delta$polM allele was ligated to the DraIII-NsiI fragment of pCHAP8377 containing the distal half of the pol operon, which was obtained by self ligating the AleI fragment of pCHAP231. This yielded plasmid pCHAP8516. In the final step, the NotI-EcoRI A fragment of pCHAP8516 was ligated with the large EcoRI-NotI fragment of plasmid pCHAP8185 to give pCHAP8496. Plasmid pCHAP8811 was constructed by sub-cloning the EcoRI-HindIII insert containing the polM gene from plasmid pCHAP1353 into pUC18 vector digested with EcoRI and HindIII. Plasmid pCHAP8732 carrying polG(T2A) allele was generated by Quick-change mutagenesis using primers polGT2A-5 and polGT2A-3 (Table S1). Primers PolG T2A-Kpn and PolG Eco-3 were used to amplify the polG(T2A) allele from plasmid pCHAP8732 in KpnI and EcoRI digested BAC2H plasmids pUT18c and pKT25, to yield pCHAP8733 (pUT18c-polG$^{T2A}$) and pCHAP8734 (pKT25-polG$^{T2A}$). Plasmid pCHAP8258 was made by cloning the polL gene PCR-amplified with primers PulL-Eco 5 and PulL-Hind 3 in the EcoRI and HindIII sites of pSU18. Plasmid pCHAP8843 was generated by cloning the PCR amplified pCHAP8185 fragment containing the polL and polM genes in pSU18 EcoRI and HindIII sites amplified by PCR using PulL-Eco 5 and PulM 3 oligonucleotide primers. All PCR reactions were
performed using the high-fidelity Pwo polymerase (Roche). Plasmid pCHAP8732 was derived from pCHAP8658 by the Quick-change method of site-directed mutagenesis with primers PulG T2A-5 and PulG T2A-3 (Table S1). Plasmid pCHAP8875 was constructed by ligating the pCHAP8184 NotI-HindIII B fragment with the pCHAP8496 NotI-HindIII fragment A. Plasmid pCHAP8400 was made in several steps. First, plasmid pCHAP8377 was constructed by ligating the AleI fragment of pCHAP231 containing the distal half of the pul operon. The EcoNI fragment of pCHAP8377 containing pulN and pulO genes was deleted to give pCHAP8395. The EcoRI-NotI fragments from pCHAP8395 and pCHAP8184 were then combined to reconstitute the pul operons with deletions of pulG, pulN and pulO.

All plasmid constructs were verified by sequencing (GATC). The list of oligonucleotides is provided in Table S1.

In vivo cross-linking and PulM-PulG interaction analysis.

For the formaldehyde cross-linking, 40 OD$_{600}$ of bacterial cultures were centrifuged (3500 x g, 5 minutes, room temperature). Bacterial pellets were washed with 10 ml PBS and resuspended in PBS at 8 OD$_{600}$ ml$^{-1}$. Following the cross-linking with 0.6% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) for 20 minutes at 30°C with vigorous shaking, the bacteria were pelleted for 2 minutes at ~12000 x g and resuspended in 5 ml of 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0) for 10 minutes at room temperature. The quenched reactions were centrifuged at 8000 x g for 5 minutes and the pellets were resuspended in 2 ml of cold TBS (20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) containing cOmplete™ ULTRA EDTA-free (Roche) protease inhibitor cocktail (concentration as indicated by the supplier). The cells incubated on ice for 10 minutes in the presence of 0.2 mg ml$^{-1}$ lysozyme and 0.02 mg ml$^{-1}$ DNase I, followed by sonication at 4°C using the Vibra-Cell Ultrasonic Processor 75186 (Sonics & Materials) at 30% amplitude with
1 sec ON / 1 sec OFF cycles for a total sonication time of 10 seconds. The total cell extracts were analysed by SDS-PAGE and immunodetection as described below.

Piliation and secretion assays

Functional assays to test piliation and secretion were performed as described in 34. For the shearing assay, bacteria were grown overnight in LB agar plates and expression of _pul_ genes was induced by maltose (and IPTG, when required). Bacteria were scraped off the plates and resuspended in LB at 1 OD$_{600}$ ml$^{-1}$, and 1 ml of the suspensions was vortexed for 1 minute to detach surface pili. Upon centrifugation of the samples at $\sim$12000 x g for 5 minutes at 4°C, the pelleted bacteria were resuspended in SDS sample buffer, and the supernatants containing the sheared pili were submitted to TCA (trichloroacetic acid) precipitation. Briefly, the supernatants were centrifuged at $\sim$12000 x g for another 10 minutes at 4°C to remove any remaining bacteria, and pili were precipitated in 10% trichloroacetic acid for 30 minutes on ice. The precipitates were pelleted by centrifugation at $\sim$12000 x g for 30 minutes at 4°C, washed twice with cold (-20°C) acetone, air-dried and resuspended in SDS sample buffer. Equal amounts of cell and sheared fractions were analysed using SDS-PAGE and PulG immunodetection. For the secretion assay, bacteria producing a non-acylated, soluble variant of PulA were grown in LB medium buffered with 0.1 volume of M63 salts, supplemented with 1mM IPTG and 0.2% maltose for the induction of _pul_ genes. After normalization of cultures to 2 OD$_{600}$ ml$^{-1}$, 1 ml was centrifuged at $\sim$12000 x g for 5 minutes at 4°C. The pelleted cells were resuspended in SDS sample buffer. The supernatants were centrifuged again under the same conditions, and a sample was taken from the topmost part of the tube and mixed with 2 x SDS sample buffer. The same OD equivalent amounts of cell and supernatant fractions were analysed by SDS-PAGE and immunodetection of PulA.
Protein separation was performed by SDS-PAGE in Tris-tricine gels containing 10% acrylamide, using Appelex or BioRad vertical gel electrophoresis systems. Proteins were electro-transferred onto Amersham Hybond ECL nitrocellulose membranes (GE Healthcare) using the semi-dry method with a buffer containing 5.8 g L⁻¹ Tris base, 2.9 g L⁻¹ glycine, 20% ethanol, 0.026% SDS. Membranes were blocked with 5% skim milk in TBST (10mM Tris-HCl, 15mM NaCl, 0.05% Tween20, pH 7.5-7.6), probed for 1 h with specific antiserum (1:2000 anti-PulG, 1:2000 anti-PulA, 1:1000 anti-PulL, 1:500 anti-PulM, 1:2000 anti-LamB, 1:10000 anti-RbsB), washed several times with TBST, incubated with secondary antibody (1:20000 or 1:40000 anti-rabbit, horseradish peroxidase-coupled) for 1 h, and washed extensively with TBST. Membranes were developed by enhanced chemiluminescence using Pierce ECL 2 (Thermo Scientific), Western Lightning Plus ECL (PerkinElmer) or SuperSignal West Femto (Thermo Scientific), and the signal was recorded using Typhoon FLA 9000 imager (GE Healthcare) or LAS 4000 imager (Fujifilm). ImageJ software was used for densitometric analysis of bands.

Bacterial two-hybrid assay

Competent cells of strain DHT1 were co-transformed with pUT18C and pKT25 derivatives and bacteria were grown for 48 h at 30°C on LB plates containing Ap and Km. Six colonies were picked at random and inoculated into 5 ml cultures in LB containing Km and Ap, grown overnight and inoculated the next day into fresh medium containing 1 mM IPTG. Bacteria were cultured to mid-log phase and β-galactosidase activity was measured as
described \(^{60}\). At least 2 independent experiments were performed with several randomly picked transformants. Bar graphs represent mean values and error bars indicate standard deviation. The non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis followed by Dunn's multiple comparison tests were used in statistical analysis using the Graphpad Prism 6 software.

Immunofluorescence microscopy

IF labelling of pili was performed as described previously \(^{34}\). Bacteria grown for 16 hours at 30°C on LB agar supplemented with 0.4% maltose were carefully resuspended in PBS at 1 OD\(_{600}\) ml\(^{-1}\) and immobilized on coverslips coated with poly-L-lysine. After 30 minutes of fixation using 3.7% formaldehyde at room temperature, reactions were quenched with 1M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and samples were blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBS. PulG surface pili were detected using an anti-PulG antibody (1:1000) and a secondary anti-rabbit IgG coupled to Alexa Fluor 488 (1:200); bacteria were stained with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Samples were observed with an inverted Leica DMRIBe fluorescence microscope, and images were acquired with a Cool-Snap HQ CCD camera (Roper's Instruments). Pili number and length were quantified semi-automatically using the Metamorph software 6.1 (Universal Imaging) after having applied a shape filter to the images to omit round-shaped unspecific dots, which were present in all samples including the negative controls; the bacteria were counted manually using the same software. The non-specific labelling was not taken into consideration for the quantification. Note that since >95% of the fields in the \(\Delta\text{pulM}\) and \(\Delta\text{pulM} + \text{pulG}\) mutants did not have any pili, we defined a relevant field of vision as a field containing at least one pilus, and only relevant fields were taken into account for the quantification. The statistical significance of the differences was assessed by a Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a post-hoc analysis using the Dunn’s multiple
comparison tests. Graphs corresponding to pili number and length generated were built using KaleidaGraph 4.1.

**Molecular dynamics simulations**

A full-length model of PulG was derived from the X-ray crystal structure of the *K. oxytoca* PulG periplasmic domain (PDB ID: 1T92), as described in. The missing 20 carboxy-terminal residues were modelled on the basis of close homology to GspG from EHEC, and the TMS was modelled from PilA of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*. All residue mutations were performed using PyMOL (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.8 Schrödinger, LLC). The final PulG^WT^ structure was composed of 133 amino acids and included one calcium cation; all ionisable groups were assigned to their most probable charged states at neutral pH.

PulG variants were then embedded in a pre-equilibrated palmitoyl-oleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (POPE) membrane, using the GROMACS g_membed tool. PulG position along the z-axis was guided by the presence of non-polar and hydrophobic residues in the lower section of the α-helix, and interfacial aromatic residue Trp94. The systems were solvated with TIP3P water, via superimposition of a pre-equilibrated box of waters, and a ~0.1 M concentration of NaCl, with dimensions ~90 x 90 x 162Å. The resulting systems contained ~ 36,500 water molecules and 314 lipids.

At each stage of system setup, steepest descent energy minimization was performed to relax the protein geometry and to remove steric clashes between protein/lipid/solvent. The system was equilibrated over 1.5 ns, during which position restraints, applied to all non-hydrogen protein atoms, were gradually removed to relax the protein structure, membrane and solvent. The Ca^{2+} ion was unrestrained during the equilibration steps yet remained in the
original bound position. Finally, 200-350 ns production MD simulations were carried out. All simulations were performed using GROMACS \(^{62}\) version 4.5 \(^{63}\). The protein was treated using the CHARM22/CMAP force field \(^{64}\), and POPE lipid molecules using the CHARMM36 parameter set \(^{64}\). The parameters for MeF1 were formulated based on existing parameterized fragments. Equations of motion were integrated using the leapfrog method with a 2 fs time step, and the LINCS algorithm was used to constrain bond lengths \(^{65}\). Electrostatic interactions were computed using the Particle-Mesh-Ewald (PME) algorithm \(^{66}\) and the real-space sum was cut off at 12Å. Van der Waals interactions were switched off between 10Å and 12Å. The neighbour list was updated every 10 steps. Simulations were performed using conditions of constant temperature (310 K) and pressure (1 atm) via the Bussi thermostat \(^{67}\), and semi-isotropic pressure-coupling using the Parrinello-Rahman barostat \(^{68}\) with a coupling constant of 5 ps, under periodic-boundary conditions. Visual analyses and preparation of molecular graphics from the simulation trajectories were performed using VMD \(^{69}\). Further analysis was performed using GROMACs and graphs were prepared with Grace (http://plasma-gate.weizmann.ac.il/Grace/). Simulations were performed using the Darwin Supercomputer of the University of Cambridge High Performance Computing Service.
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Fig. 1. The role of PulM in T2SS function

A. PulA secretion assay in near-chromosomal expression conditions using E. coli PAP5299 co-transformed with pCHAP8185 (all pul genes, WT) or its derivatives containing single nonpolar pul gene deletions as indicated by a single letter code: ΔE (pCHAP8200), ΔG (pCHAP8184), ΔM (pCHAP8496), or ΔL (pCHAP8251); and with compatible pSU19 (-) or its derivatives carrying indicated pul genes: L (pCHAP8258), M (pCHAP1353) or LM (pCHAP8843). The amount of pullulanase PulA in 0.015 OD₆₀₀ units of cell extracts (C) and
culture supernatants (SN) was assessed by Western blot. Immunodetection of the periplasmic
ribose-binding protein RbsB in 0.03 OD\textsubscript{600} units served as a lysis control. Molecular weight
(Mw) markers and lane numbers are shown.

B. PulG pilus assembly assay of \textit{E. coli} PAP7460 overexpressing the \textit{pul} genes from the same
plasmids as in (A). Cell (C) and sheared pili (SF) fractions from an equivalent of 0.05 OD\textsubscript{600}
units were separated on Tris-Tricin SDS-PAGE, transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes
and probed with antibodies against PulG, LamB, PulM and PulL. Mw markers and lane
numbers are shown.

C. Quantification of the percentage of secreted PulA (mean + standard deviation - s.d.) from
three independent experiments as the one in (A). Ø indicates empty vector.

D. Quantification of the percentage of sheared PulG (mean + s.d.) from three independent
experiments like the one in (B). Ø, empty vector.
Fig. 2. Characterisation of ΔpulM mutant function under conditions of pul gene overexpression.

Shearing (A and E) and secretion (C) assays and the corresponding quantifications of the percentage of sheared PulG (mean ± s.d.) (B and F) or secreted PulA (D) in three independent experiments.

A. Immunodetection of PulG 0.05 OD₆₀₀ units of cell (C) and sheared fractions (SF) of E. coli PAP7460 transformed with plasmid pCHAP8185 containing all pul genes (WT) or its single gene deletion derivatives: ΔE (pCHAP8200), ΔG (pCHAP8184), ΔI (pCHAP8218) and ΔM (pCHAP8496). LamB immuno-detection is shown as control. Mw markers are indicated on the left.
B. Percent of sheared PulG (mean ± s.d.) from three independent experiments like the one shown in (A).

C. PulA secretion assay using transformed PAP7460 derivatives as in (A). PulA was detected by Western blot in 0.02 OD$_{600}$ units of cell extracts (C) and culture supernatants (SN). Immunodetection of periplasmic RbsB served as a lysis control. Mw markers and lane numbers are shown.

D. Quantification of the percentage of secreted PulA (mean ± s.d.) from three independent experiments like the one in (C).

E. Effect of $pulG$ overexpression on pseudopilus assembly. Top: Anti-PulG immunoblot of 0.005 OD$_{600}$ units (“sample 1:10”) of cell (C) and sheared fractions (SF) of bacteria transformed with pSU19 (-) or its derivative pCHAP8658 encoding PulG (+) and indicated $pul$ gene expression plasmids containing single gene deletions, as in (A): $\Delta E$ (pCHAP8200), $\Delta G$ (pCHAP8184), $\Delta I$ (pCHAP8218), or $\Delta M$ (pCHAP8496). Bottom: Anti-LamB control of a 10-fold concentrated sample (i.e. 0.05 OD$_{600}$ units). The position of the Mw markers is indicated.

F. Percent (mean ± s.d.) of PulG in the sheared fraction from three independent experiments as in (E), using 0.005 OD$_{600}$ units (“sample 1:10”). Ø, empty vector.
**Fig. 3. Quantitative IF microscopy analysis of piliation in ΔpulM mutants.**

Bacteria (magenta) and PulG fibres (green) were labelled and examined by IF (Materials and Methods).

A. Representative fluorescence micrographs. WT: wild-type; ΔE: ΔpulE; ΔG: ΔpulG; ΔI: Δpull; ΔM: ΔpulM. A 2.6-fold magnified inset is shown below each image. An additional panel is shown for ΔpulM to illustrate the absence of fibres in the majority of the fields. Scale bars = 5 µm.

B. Dot-plot representing the length of individual fibres (dots) scored for 12864, 13062 and 14786 bacteria (for WT, Δpull and ΔpulM respectively) in three independent experiments. On average, 0.47 ± 0.09 (mean ± s.d.,) fibres per bacterium were found in WT, 0.11 ± 0.2 in ΔpullI and 0.009 ± 0.003 in ΔpulM strain). The median fibre length values, shown as horizontal black lines, are 1.2 ± 0.6 µm (median ± m.a.d., median absolute deviation) for WT, 1.5 ± 0.7 µm for ΔpullI strain and 1.8 ± 0.7 µm for ΔpulM strain. Dunn’s test, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001.

C. Relative frequency distribution of fibre length. Bin size = 1 µm.
Fig. 4. The effect of PulG overproduction on T2S pilus assembly.

A. IF microscopy of the piliation ability of ΔpulM + pulG and ΔpulG + pulG(T2A). Bacteria, magenta; fibres, green. A 2.6-fold magnified inset is shown below each image. An extra panel is shown for ΔpulM + pulG to illustrate the absence of fibres in most of the fields. The scale bars (5 µm) are shown on the left.

B and C. Dot-plots representing the length of individual fibres (dots) scored for 1342, 1190, 1597 and 1460 bacteria (for ΔpulG + pulG, ΔpulI + pulG, ΔpulM + pulG and ΔpulG + pulG(T2A), respectively) in three independent experiments. The number of fibres/bacterium (expressed as mean ± s.d) were 7.64 ± 1.49 (for strain ΔpulG + pulG); 4.7 ± 0.6 (for strain ΔpulG + pulG); 0.15 ± 0.06 (for strain ΔpulM + pulG); and 3.73 ± 1.68 (for strain ΔpulG + pulG(T2A)). The median values of fibre length are shown as a horizontal black lines: for ΔpulG + pulG, 1.7 ± 0.8 µm (median ± m.a.d.); for ΔpulI + pulG, 2.2 ± 1.1 µm; for ΔpulM + pulG, 3.0 ± 1.6 µm and for ΔpulG + pulG(T2A), 1.6 ± 0.7 µm. Dunn’s test, ****p < 0.0001.

D and E. Relative frequency distributions of fibre length. Bin = 1 µm.
A. Protein sequence alignment of the N-terminal segments of major T2SS pseudopilin and T4P subunits from the indicated bacterial species. The consensus sequence is indicated below and arrowheads indicate the prepilin peptidase cleavage site.

B. Sequence alignment of major and minor pseudopilins from the Pul T2SS of *Klebsiella oxytoca* (top) and major and minor T4P pilins from *Neisseria meningitidis* (bottom). The arrowheads indicate the prepilin peptidase cleavage site. Alignments were generated using Jalview2 software.\(^7\)

C. BAC2H analysis of the interactions between T18 and T25 hybrids with PulM and PulG and its derivatives PulG\(^{E5A}\), PulG\(^{T2A}\) and PulG\(^{P22A}\). \(\beta\)-galactosidase activity was measured in at least 6 independent colonies co-transformed with pUT18c and pKT25 plasmid derivatives (Table 1) as described in Materials and Methods. Bar graphs indicate mean values and error bars indicate standard deviation. Statistically significant values relative to the negative control are indicated above each bar. The difference between certain positive interactions was assessed for statistical significance and represented by horizontal lines indicating the compared strains. NC, activity of bacteria producing T18 and T25 as negative control; PC, activity of positive control strain producing T18-Zip and T25-Zip chimera. The red horizontal line indicates the background mean \(\beta\)-galactosidase activity measured in the negative control.

\*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ****p < 0.0001; ns, non-significant.

D. Shearing assay of *E. coli* PAP7460 co-transformed with plasmid pCHAP8184 containing all *pul* genes except *pulG* (\(\Delta G\)) complemented with pSU19 (-) or its derivatives carrying *pulG* alleles: WT (pCHAP8658), T2A (pCHAP8732) or E5A (pCHAP8663). PulG immunodetection in 0.05 OD\(_{600}\) units of cell and sheared fractions (C, SF). Below, immunodetection of LamB in the same samples. Lane numbers and Mw markers are depicted.

E. Quantification of the percentage of sheared PulG (mean + s.d.) from three independent experiments like the one in (D). \(\emptyset\) indicates an empty vector.

F. Secretion assay using *E. coli* PAP5299 transformed with the same plasmids as in (D). Immunodetection of PulA in 0.02 OD\(_{600}\) units of cell extracts (C) and supernatants (SN) is shown. \(\alpha\)-RbsB is used as a lysis control. Mw markers and lane numbers are shown.

G. Quantification of the percentage of secreted PulA (mean + s.d.) from three independent assays like the one in (F). \(\emptyset\) indicates empty vector.
**Fig. 6. PulM interacts with PulG in the context of the complete Pul T2SS.**

*E. coli* PAP7460 carrying plasmids encoding the *pul* genes with either Δ*pulG* (pCHAP8184, lanes 1 and 3-5) or Δ*pulG + ΔpulNO* (pCHAP8400, lane 2) alleles were transformed with pSU19 or its derivatives encoding PulG (pCHAP8658), PulG-His$_6$ (pCHAP1362) or PulG$^{ESA}$-His$_6$ (pCHAP7785). Total extracts of strains cross-linked *in vivo* with 0.6% FA (Materials and Methods) analysed by SDS-PAGE and immunodetection with anti-PulM or anti-PulG antisera are shown. Theoretical relative migration of PulM-PulG heterodimers is depicted according to the molecular weight of the PulG variant in each case. The positions of the PulM monomers (M), PulM homodimers (M-M) and the shifting PulG-PulM heterodimers (G-M) are...
indicated. For the α-PulG blot only the band corresponding to PulG monomer is shown. Mw markers and lane numbers are indicated. Uncropped images of α-PulM and α-PulG Western blots of untreated and FA-treated samples are shown in Fig. S2.

Fig. 7. Visualisation of MD simulations of PulG variants.
Snapshots of initial and representative final conformations of methylated MePulG<sup>WT</sup>, methylated MePulG<sup>E5A</sup>, and non-methylated PulG<sup>E5A</sup> variants embedded in a POPE bilayer. In all the simulations, the protein became more deeply buried, and in all (except PulG<sup>E5A</sup> replica II) the protein bent towards the membrane surface, allowing the globular domain to interact with the phospholipids. Changes in F1 and E5 did not cause severe protein destabilization or membrane perturbation.
Fig. 8. Secondary structure of PulG during MD simulations.

A. A representative data set showing the maintenance of protein secondary structure during a MePulG<sub>WT</sub> simulation. The graph shows the evolution of the secondary structure of each residue (y-axis) over time (x-axis), coloured as follows: α-helix – purple; 3-10 helix – blue; β-sheet – yellow; turn – cyan; coil – white. In MePulG<sub>WT</sub> simulations the first several residues demonstrated a relaxation of helical structure into either turn or coil structures, suggesting that MeF1 and E5 destabilized the terminus as they deformed to interact with each other.

B. The MeF1-E5 interaction caused the N-terminus to deform and created a loop, shown here with the protein backbone in grey and residues 1-5 shown as ball-and-stick structures, coloured by atom (carbon – cyan, oxygen – red, nitrogen – blue).
Figure 9. N-terminal intra-molecular and protein-lipid interactions.

A. Graphs showing how the minimum distances between the residue 1 methyl group or amide terminus with any atom of the residue 5 side-chain varied during the simulations. In the MePulG$^{WT}$ system the methyl group of MeF1 and the E5 side-chain remained consistently within 3Å of each other, whereas in the mutant systems the distances were much larger. This suggested that MePulG$^{WT}$ E5 promotes intra-molecular interactions with the N-terminal positive charge of MeF1, anchoring PulG less firmly in the bilayer and priming the protein for extraction during pseudopilus assembly. In contrast, the N-terminus of the MePulG$^{E5A}$ and PulG$^{E5A}$ mutant variants interact with membrane lipids, anchoring the protein.

B. Representative visualisations of hydrogen bonding of PulG N-terminus to POPE and solvent; the protein is shown as a green ribbon, with the labelled residues in stick format and coloured by atom (C – green, O – red, N – blue, H – white). Hydrogen bonds are shown as black dotted lines. POPE is depicted in stick format and coloured by atom (C – grey, O – red, N – blue, H – white, P – orange).